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"Our show, at its core, is about the transformational effects of love

and acceptance and that is something we need more of now than

we've ever needed before," said Dan Levy, writer and supporting

actor from "Schitt's Creek," as he accepted the Emmy for

Outstanding Comedy Series, on which he plays David Rose, an

openly bisexual character.

In 2020, it is almost expected that a comedy series featuring

openly gay characters could not only air but be celebrated enough

to win every single Emmy award in its category. But while

television and film have often pushed boundaries on stories

surrounding gay and lesbian individuals, experts say bisexuality

has often been left behind.

September 23 is celebrated as Bi Visibility Day, a worldwide

holiday to "accelerate acceptance of the bi+ (bisexual, pansexual,

fluid, no label, queer, etc.) community," according to GLAAD. The

day marks the end of Bisexuality Awareness Week, a holiday
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celebrated since 1999. For most, a basic understanding of the

sexuality is one who is attracted to more than one sex or gender.

But biases stemming from lack of knowledge, homophobia, and

inaccurate portrayals in the media have left bisexual individuals

fighting to reclaim their own narrative.

"For bisexuals specifically, media representation has a long history

of portraying us negatively," said Dr. Nora Madison, a media

professor at Chestnut Hill College, told CBS News. "The most

common stereotype is that bisexuals cannot be fully satisfied with

only one partner because half of their desires must then obviously

be denied. This is problematic on so many levels, but it begins with

the definition of bisexuals as being attracted to both men and

women, but with assumptions that bisexuals are only attracted to

men and women, and are always equally attracted to men and

women at the same time." 

"Both of these assumptions are incorrect. The far more accepted

definition is one made popular by Robyn Ochs, a prominent

bisexual educator and author, who said that bisexuality is the

potential to be attracted – romantically and/or sexually – to people

of more than one gender, not necessarily at the same time, not

necessarily in the same way, and not necessarily to the same

degree."

Bisexual individuals make up almost 50% of people who identify

as part of the LGBT community, according to research from the

Williams Institute at the UCLA School of Law. Nearly 3.5% of

adults in the U.S. identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender,

which translates to approximately 9 million LGBTQ+ Americans.

However, accurate media portrayal of bisexuality has long dragged

behind data. 
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Gay, lesbian, or bisexual characters make up almost 8% of

television characters, according to GLAAD's "Where We Are On

TV" report from 2019.  However, representation for bisexual

people becomes far less likely in the breakdown. Not only do

bisexual characters make up less than 26% of all LGBTQ+

characters, but there has been a steady decrease in

representation since 2016. According to the Annenberg Report

from USC, there were eight bisexual characters in the top 1,200

films of 2018 and only three in the top films of 2019, far less than

what appears on television screens. 

"Alongside these persistent connotations with excess and

perversity, another factor challenging bisexual representation is

that, unless a character explicitly identifies as bisexual, we tend to

assume someone is straight or gay based on their current partner,

something real life bisexuals also contend with," said Maria San

Filippo, an associate professor and author of The B Word.

"Television offers bisexuality more potential for representational

legibility in this regard, I find, because its serial form allows for

more expansive, ongoing narratives."

A year fraught with tropes that characterized bisexual people as

flighty, unwilling to choose, in a phase, or worse, killed for the plot

of the straight protagonist, 2016 marked a turning point in LGBTQ+

characters. It wasn't just enough to have them, consumers wanted

them to be accurate. In the past four years, series like "Sex

Education," "The Politician," "Stumptown," "Greys Anatomy,"

"Brooklyn 99" have all been praised for their accurate portrayal of

bisexual characters, films like "Call Me By Your Name," "Colette,"

"Atomic Blonde," and "Booksmart" have featured explicitly bisexual

characters. 
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For bisexual individuals unsure of their sexuality, experts say the

representation they see on screen could make the world of

difference. Bisexual people are more likely to have depression,

anxiety, or other mental illnesses, according to a study from the

San Francisco Human Rights Commission. Another Human Rights

Campaign health brief found that bisexual people were more likely

to commit substance abuse, have less emotional support and hide

their sexual identity. The reason? One researcher points to

minority stress theory, a model that says multiple public stressors

and societal expectations can manifest negative reactions in

minorities.

"I think (more accurate representation) is a big improvement

because it's part of a larger move in more recent television which

tolerates non-binary identities," said Katherine Sender, a professor

with Cornell University's Feminist, Gender and Sexuality Studies

Program. "I see it as part of that bigger idea. In the past, being

trans or being bisexual was extremely problematic within those

binary categories. One of the things that's happened, particularly in

the rise of original programming on streaming services, like Netflix

and Amazon, is there's a much greater tolerance or acceptance of

people being on spectrums and not having to fit into one or

another end of a binary."

Streaming programs have produced more bisexual characters

than ever, but cable programs are still the most likely to show the

most bisexual characters, according to the GLAAD report. The

inconsistency can most likely be attributed to the more common

nature of bisexuality on screen. Shows on original streaming

services are more likely to portray more than one LGBTQ+

character, while cable shows, which portraying more LGBTQ+
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characters overall, are more likely to feature one character per

show, the report said. In all, representation, just like bisexuality, is

a fluid spectrum. The decision to feature bisexuality, accurately or

not, comes down to a myriad of factors, including writers, actors,

show-runners, and industry heads. And while television might not

intrinsically cover real life, experts say positive representation does

have positive impacts. 

"Diverse representation is important for everyone," said Madison.

"The more people are exposed to a variety of sexualities,

especially in positive or affirming contexts, the more opportunities

individuals have to figure their own identities out as well as

broaden their viewpoints about others. Media content producers

are products of the society they grow up in, and historically many

were white, straight males. I don't think positive bisexual

representation was a priority until more individuals started asking,

demanding, and celebrating it."
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